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Levi is very difficult now, even a headache.

Sarah and Wen Lei are too good!

He didn’t even get rid of it.

The two even saw that he had changed.

What can he do?

The longer you entangled with the three girls, the easier it is to expose yourself.

This exposure was not just to these three people, secretly I don’t know how many
people were staring.

Once they fight, the huge movement will definitely arouse a lot of people.

“It really doesn’t work, I can only use that one!”

Seeing the three of them rushed forward, Levi had already decided.

“boom!”

“boom!”

…

But at the very moment of the fire, several air currents came lasing from all
around.



Boom to the three of Sarah.

The three of Sarah immediately started to block!

With this effort, Levi immediately took the afterimage of his debut and
disappeared.

“chase!”

The three of Sarah were about to chase.

“Shoo, hoo…”

Secretly shot out air currents again, blocking the three people’s path.

Although it could only stop the three of Sarah for a moment, for Levi, this time
was enough.

After all, it’s just a little bit of time between super Lords.

When the three of Sarah catch up again, where is Levi?

The three were annoyed.

Never expected that there would be a helper in secret!

The person who didn’t expect it was Levi!

How could he not think that someone would help him secretly?

who is it?

They are definitely not Wesley!

Everyone was sent out by him!



So who is the one who just shot?

Who is helping yourself?

Are they unintentional or intentional?

If it’s unintentional, it’s okay.

If it is intentional…

Does anyone know that they are still alive?

This…

Thinking of this, Levi was shocked in a cold sweat.

This is too terrible…

Even if he only used half of the taboo, anyone knew he was alive?

This is also terrible!

Is this person an enemy or a friend?

It’s okay if it’s a friend, but it’s troublesome if it’s an enemy.

Levi calmly analyzed.

If it were the enemy, then the news that he was alive should have been exposed
long ago.

Not to save myself at this moment.

Then it is not the enemy!

But is it a friend?



Not certainly!

At present, maybe they have other purpose…

But even if it’s not a friend, at least it’s not an enemy for now.

So Levi can rest assured.

After getting rid of the three of Sarah, Levi searched around and found nothing.

This proves that the opponent reacts quickly and is strong.

It would be extremely terrifying to be able to intervene in the battle between him
and Sarah.

The other side.

The three of Sarah returned from Golden Harbor Island.

Sarah retreats directly, preparing to use the shortest time to improve his strength
to the extreme, and then go to War Eagle Nation to avenge Levi.

It’s just that Wen Lei and Regina didn’t know it.

The Eagle Nation, in Richard’s mansion.

Richard is arranging the task.

“The inventory of the Sunstone in the Gods Lab is less than one year left, and
more must be brought back from Morendam!”

Richard said.

“Sir, Heishui Company is going to Morendam soon, and will cooperate with
Morendam’s four rich and young sons! Unearth more sun stones to supply us!”



Richard touched his chin and said, “Remember, we must let the Blackwater
Company buy the solar stone production area through these puppets of
Morendam at the fastest speed. At that time, we will mine legally and reasonably,
even Morendam. The agencies have no choice but to find out!”

“It is indeed Mr. Richard! The plan of the Blackwater Company is to secretly mine
the Sunstone and bring it back without telling them! This is your move. If you buy
all the production areas, Morendam can only watch. Go!”

…

The crowd began to praise Richard.

Richard looked serious: “Hurry up and let the Heishui Company go to Morendam,
and it will change when you are late!”
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“Understand, we will make arrangements immediately! Let Heishui Company
arrive in Morendam tomorrow!”

Richard groaned: “There is also the problem of Sarah! The Destroyer must not
die in vain! The most important thing now is to be able to measure her combat
power! She can never become a threat to us!”

“Mr. Richard, you are afraid that you want to use pure energy to deal with Sarah,
right?”

Someone asked with a smile.

Others immediately followed: “Not only that! Also use people like Mike and Cross
Wentao, right?”

Everyone smiled slyly like a fox.



After working with Richard for a long time, they have guessed well about
Richard’s mind and style.

“Mr. Richard is afraid that he wants to use these Morendam people to destroy
Morendam, right?”

“Of course the premise is that they can be transformed into pure energy bodies!”

Hearing that, Richard just smiled indifferently.

It was indeed his plan.

That’s why he valued Logan and Mann’s family.

In the early stage of the experiment, they have been strengthening their physique
and brain.

The purpose is to make the success rate better in the real experiment.

It is best that these people can be transformed into pure energy bodies!

Then Richard can use them to destroy Da Xia…

“The third round of experiments will begin soon! It is estimated that these people
will be able to participate in the fifth round of experiments! I am really looking
forward to it!”

Even Richard showed expectation.

“Brother, when I am strong enough to challenge Tiance Mansion, I will save you!”

Richard thought of his brother who was still locked up in Da Xia, a trace of anger
flashed across his face.

…



The next day.

The Beijing circle, that is, the capital circle is boiling.

Because Heishui Company will arrive in Morendam half a month earlier.

Human life, the shadow of the tree!

Blackwater is unique in the world.

The main industries are technological weapons. To put it in exaggeration, they
have the world’s top technological weapons technology.

Provided to many regional forces!

Be regarded as a god by many people!

Their wealth is an enemy country, the world is leading in science and technology,
and they have a profound heritage for hundreds of years…

Whether it is the previous era, or the era when the warrior superpower is coming
out.

Blackwater companies are super overlords!

Even in this era of warriors, their status is even more terrifying!

Their black-tech super weapons can only come in handy in this era!

Therefore, no consortium family in any country in the world does not want to
cooperate with the Blackwater Company…

If you can build a relationship with Heishui Company, it will be Guangzong Yaozu!

If there can be great cooperation, then it is really a green smoke on the ancestral
grave.



In Morendam, the majority of netizens have four young men in their minds.

They are Fisher Shao from the Beijing circle, and his grandfather is the president
of the Beijing Chamber of Commerce…

Shao Wang from Beijing circle, their family’s business is mainly real estate, all
over Morendam.

Shao Qin from Haicheng Circle is the owner of three of Morendam’s six supercar
clubs. His mysterious family is Morendam’s leading consortium, and he is dubbed
the Sea Emperor by netizens.

As well as West Shao in Yangcheng District, his family background is mysterious.
Almost all seafood-related businesses in the coastal areas are related to his
family, and he is a serious maritime hegemon.

These four people are well known by netizens, and they are ranked as the four
great sons of Morendam, for a reason.

In fact, in popular terms, they are the four big prodigals.

The four rich and young rely on their families, and they are extremely arrogant
and profligate outside.

For example, Wang Shao is notoriously abusive, his girlfriends are changed one
by one, and they are all Internet celebrities.

The same is true for West Shao, rewarding the female anchor, squandering
millions and tens of millions every minute.

Fisher Shao hangs out in nightclubs all the year round, and his shots are millions.

…

Even their parents knew that they were prodigal sons, and they could only do this
for the rest of their lives.



But no one thought that these four young Lords would have a relationship with
Heishui Company.

You know that Heishui Company has never cooperated with anyone from
Morendam…
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As soon as the news that Heishui Company was coming to Morendam to seek
cooperation came out, the circles in all regions of Morendam were boiling.

All the hidden wealthy consortia want to cooperate with the Blackwater Company.

Even if it’s a relationship, it’s good.

No one expected that the four big prodigal sons with poor reputation in the circle
would cooperate with the Blackwater Company.

This made Morendam’s upper-class circles boil.

Why are they?

In terms of background and strength, the families of these four young Lords can
only be regarded as medium, but on the bright side, they are relatively famous.

In terms of skill and ability, these four young Lords are recognized as the least in
the circle.

Every day can only be a bubble female anchor, show off these wealth.

But Blackwater has cooperated with them.



Soon the CEO of Heishui Company was going to Morendam in person, and it
was these four people who received him.

Everyone can only watch, envy, jealousy and hate!

This time.

The family behind the four young Lords is exuberant.

Just because the four young Lords are famous for their behavior, the parents of
the four young Lords are controversial in the circle.

Often ridiculed because of the Big Four…

Can’t even look up!

However, this time the Big Four can cooperate with the Blackwater Company,
which is equivalent to a turnaround.

Turn over all their reviews!

Just cooperating with the Blackwater Company is enough to make the Four
Great Young Lords be included in the family glory list!

For a time, the fathers of the four youngsters praised them.

Give their family all the rights to welcome representatives of the Blackwater
Company and cooperate with these things.

Why did Blackwater choose these four people?

In fact, this is all Richard’s plan!

In Richard’s view, the feasibility of this plan is still very high.



After all, now the world’s eyes are all on the super weapons of the martial arts
superpowers.

On the contrary, few people pay attention to secular power and wealth.

Especially the news of Sun Stone has not spread at all.

Plus, nosy people like Levi died.

No one cares about this at all.

Wouldn’t go deep into it at all.

By the time they reacted, it was too late.

At that time, these production areas were already in the hands of the Blackwater
Company.

Everyone can only watch.

Why choose these four people?

Because it’s so controllable!

Compared to other people, the Four Great Young Lords have better control and
will not be suspicious of them.

In this way, their plan will be easier to implement successfully.

On the second day, the VIP passage of Beijing International Airport.

Dozens of Rolls Royce are already waiting.

The four young Lords headed by Wang Shao came to receive representatives of
Heishui Company.



They are CEO Rex and young boss Jimson.

Jimson was beaten to death by Levi, and all his teeth were lost. Now Jimson
wrapped a mouthful of dentures and his body has just recovered.

He dared to come to Morendam swaggeringly.

After all, Levi was dying.

Who would dare to move him?

Isn’t that looking for death?

When he thought of Levi, he felt pain all over his body.

The whole person shuddered.

That is a kind of fear carved in the bones.

Even if he knew that Levi was dying, he was actually afraid when he set foot on
the land of Morendam.

It was as if Levi was looking at him somewhere.

His dead soul will never die, and he will always guard Morendam.

“Fak, everyone is dead, what am I afraid of him doing?”

Jimson cursed secretly.

Even so, he brought a lot of strong people to Morendam this time.

Specially applied for four super powers from the laboratory of the gods to protect
his safety.

Last time I was really scared by Levi.



Even if Levi was about to die, the shadow was still there.

After getting off the plane, Jimson looked around first.

He didn’t even know what he was watching, maybe he was watching Levi.

“Jimson, don’t be suspicious, Levi is dead, what are you afraid of?”

Rex couldn’t help saying.
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Jimson said stiffly: “I’m not afraid, why should I be afraid?”

“Don’t say that Levi is dead, even if Levi is not dead, I am not afraid!”

“I was not ready last time. You asked him to try this time? See how I let him die!”

Rex smiled: “Just don’t be afraid! I thought you were living in Levi’s fear!”

“Uncle Rex, you need to know that I was the one who sent the news about Levi’s
stay on Golden Harbor Island to Mr. Richard! So I was credited for killing Levi!”

“Well, we all understand!”

During the conversation, everyone has come to the exit of the VIP channel.

The four young Lords outside were already greeted with a team.

“Welcome Mr. Rex, welcome Mr. Jimson…”

When Shao Wang and Shao Qin saw a few people, they immediately greeted
them.

“Go back and talk!”



Rex said.

Immediately, the convoy set off.

Bring Rex, Jimson and others to the hotel where they are staying.

It is the most luxurious one of the high-end hotels under the Wang Shao family.

It is not open to the public these few days, and is dedicated to hosting the
Blackwater Company.

As soon as the representatives of the Blackwater Company came, countless
people followed.

They are very envious of the Four Great Young Lords.

They also want to host the Blackwater Company.

After staying at the hotel, Rex immediately gathered everyone together and
began to discuss matters.

Richard gave him the order as soon as possible.

Can’t make people react.

“Next, Heigong Group will start cooperation with you! We provide all technical
support! But the raw materials, including the production base, have to be solved
by you. The plan is explained! You see for yourself!”

Rex is resolute and resolute, and talks about cooperation when he comes up.

The four young Lords of Wang Shao received a plan one after another.

Although they may not understand it themselves, their respective families have
sent Lords to follow them to help them complete their cooperation.



So the contract plan is up to them.

After spending a little time, the assistants of the four majors and minor leaders all
read the plan and nodded one after another, indicating that there was no
problem.

Moreover, the concessions and conditions of the Heishui Group were really
unexpected.

Basically, the Blackwater Group makes very little money.

But these assistants are all Lords, they know that there are conditions next.

“But we still have an additional condition! It’s true that you asked you to build
these basic real estate areas, but they must all belong to the Blackwater
Company! We can provide the initial funds!”

Rex said the conditions.

The meaning is very simple, they provide technical support, and these production
bases must become Blackwater Company.

Hearing this, the four young Lords and their entourage smiled.

That’s right!

If the Blackwater Company simply makes profit, it will make everyone think that
they have problems and conspiracy.

Now we need the origin of these new energies to suit them.

But for the Four Great Young Lords and their families, this is simply trivial.

They just want to cooperate with the Blackwater Company. As for the profit not
profit, it is okay, even if they lose money.



The main reason is to be able to climb the big tree of Heishui Company.

Anything will do.

What’s more, he can still make a lot of money now, and he can improve the
strength of the family.

why not?

“Mr. Rex, please rest assured! I have already said hello to the energy sources
requested by the Blackwater Company! Give me a day’s time and I will buy all
the areas and transfer them to the Blackwater Company!”

Wang Shao said.

Shao Qin immediately echoed: “Yes, other things may be difficult for us, but this
is too simple! It will definitely be completed in one day!”

Today, the families behind the Four Young Lords are strongly supported, and
funds can be mobilized at will.

It’s no problem to buy a few origins.

These few origins happened to have sunstones detected by the Lab of the
Gods…
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Just buy these production areas and put them on the head of Heishui Company.

Then it will always belong to the Blackwater Company.



Even Tiance Mansion could not do anything about it, and there was no reason to
do it.

Unless the energy extraction in this place is complete…

Even if it is known later that it is a sun stone, there is no way.

“Very good, I like to deal with people who are efficient!”

Rex smiled.

Jimson also smiled and said: “This way we can start more cooperation in the
future!”

Hearing this, the four young Lords became more and more excited.

They will work hard to become the spokesperson of Heishui Company in
Morendam, and even the spokesperson of Dongfangzhou as a whole.

Thinking of this, the four are full of enthusiasm.

“Don’t worry, this thing must be done!”

The Four Young Lords immediately went to do this.

They also wanted to sign the contract immediately and really cooperate with the
Blackwater Company.

At that time, their status in the family and in the circle will also be greatly
improved.

Show those who look down on them and laugh at them.

They are already on the blackwater company list.



The issue of Heishui Company’s cooperation with the four major young Lords
was raging in Morendam.

Of course Levi knew.

The Suzaku of the Five Great Wars King was sent by him to collect various
intelligence materials.

Now, Suzaku has placed in front of Levi a sample of the contract that Heishui
Company and the Big Four will sign.

“Boss, the four young men have bought these six sunstone production areas
overnight. No surprise, they will be able to hand over the six production areas to
Heishui Company tomorrow!”

Suzaku said.

“Ok.”

Levi nodded.

Levi looked at the information and smiled: “What a coincidence, these six pieces
are actually from the Wen Lei family?”

“Yes, that’s right. The Wen family has a lot of laboratories, and they store a lot of
test plots! It just so happens that these six pieces belong to them!”

“But the strange thing is that the Wen family did not discover the existence of the
sun stone, otherwise the other people in these six production areas will not think
about it!”

Suzaku said.

Levi sighed, “After all, it is the laboratory of the gods, maybe the sun stone is no
different from ordinary stones to other people, but after they are developed, it is
the largest energy source! This shows the power of the laboratory of the gods! “



“Boss, I have budgeted. If we make a move ahead of time, we will cut the beast
before them! I will buy six pieces of origin in advance!”

“And compared to the Four Great Young Lords, Wen Jia is definitely more willing
to sell the place to us!”

Suzaku looked worried.

Levi smiled and asked, “How much does it cost to buy all the six production
areas?”

Suzaku replied: “The Four Great Young Lords have prepared a full 100 billion!
This price should be completely won!”

“Then why should I spend this wrong money? One hundred billion, what’s
wrong?”

Levi said.

Suzaku looked surprised: “The boss said that we didn’t stop it? Let the four major
generals buy the six production areas for Heishui Company?”

The others are also worried.

If it really becomes the Blackwater Company, then others will have nothing to do.

Can only watch.

After all, we must take into account the reputation of the great powers.

Especially Morendam attaches great importance to it!

It was difficult to stop at that time!

Levi looked at a few people and asked in surprise, “Why stop it?”



“Ok?”

This makes everyone more puzzled.

According to the Levi they knew, such a thing was the least likely to be seen.

Once encountered, it will definitely be prevented.

But this time he won’t stop it?

Why is this?

It’s not in line with common sense.

Has Levi’s temperament changed?

impossible!

Some people still want to persuade Levi: “Once the bosses fall into the hands of
Heishui Company, it will be a threat to Morendam!”

At this time, Suzaku seemed to think of something, and she smiled.

“I understand what the boss means!”

“Huh? What do you mean, Boss? Sister Suzaku, talk about it!”

Everyone looked over.
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Suzaku glanced at Levi and smiled: “The boss meant it was like this-don’t stop
them from acquiring these six plots, and let them all!”

“But how can this be done? We can’t let any thieves take away our Morendam’s
things!”



Everyone started shouting.

This matter firmly disagrees.

“Calm down first and listen to me. If we stop now, there is a high probability that
we can prevent success! But if you don’t talk about it, it may also anger the
Blackwater Company and the Lab of the Gods, and unexpected bad things will
happen.

Besides, at present, although we know the sun stone, what kind of real sun stone
is, has anyone seen it? “

Suzaku asked.

Everyone shook their heads.

Even Levi didn’t know what the sun stone looked like.

It is estimated that in the world, no one except the laboratories of the gods knows
exactly what the sun stone looks like.

“So even if we stop it this time! The Lab of the Gods will come and steal it. After
all, only people know what this thing looks like, and people know how to mine it.
It’s useless to give it to others!”

The others nodded.

It is true.

Mining is also a technical activity.

Perhaps it can only be achieved by other people’s technology.

“So, what does the boss think?”

Everyone looked at Suzaku expectantly.



“The sun stone is no longer a secret, so it will be mined sooner or later. It’s better
to let the Blackwater Company mined it all…”

Having said that, Suzaku had already smiled like a fox.

“What then? Didn’t the Blackwater Company transport all the Sun Stones back to
the Warhawk Nation?”

“Then it’s very simple. We will take them all in half a while! Don’t even think about
leaving the Sun Stone from the land of Morendam!”

Suzaku smiled.

Levi, who was on the side, corrected and said: “What to snatch it, is it to take it?
My Morendam’s things, I take it if I want!”

“puff!”

Everyone almost laughed out loud.

So this is Levi’s plan? ? ?

That’s wonderful!

I allow you to buy the land, and I allow you to mine it even more.

But the Sun Stone is half of it, don’t even want to take it from Morendam!

In fact, in the final analysis, the laboratories of the gods don’t want these six
pieces of land. What they want is the sun stone.

In fact, to stop coming and stopping is to stop the sun stone.

Levi didn’t need to do anything else, as long as they waited for them to mine the
sunstone, he would “rob” all of them.



Isn’t the goal achieved?

Everyone immediately understood the reason why Levi didn’t move.

It turned out to be so.

“But is this a bit bad? After all, they are legal and reasonable…”

Everyone said.

Levi sneered and said: “According to this, I am still dead. Just push on a dead
person!”

“Hahaha… the boss is wonderful!”

Everyone was amazed.

“Okay, don’t have to do anything now. Just wait for them to mine the sun stone,
we just need to rob!”

Levi arranged.

“But, they want to buy these six pieces of land, it’s not that easy! Suzaku, make it
more difficult for them!”

…

The other side.

For fear of making mistakes, Richard had already called Rex seven or eight
consecutive calls.

All of them slept almost all night.

They are all waiting nervously for the results of the Four Great Young Lords.



Once successful, they will be provided with sunstones for centuries.

At noon the next day, the four young Lords brought news.

It is claimed that the right to use these six pieces of land can be taken.

But there is a time limit.

It is not permanent, only five years of exploitation rights.

And the price doubled, directly to 200 billion.

As long as they agree to meet these two conditions, they have the right to use.

Even if the big four have a deep family, but each family is 50 billion, it is still
difficult.

In fact, this was caused by Levi.

“Can Mr. Rex agree?”


